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Application of the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act to the Attorney-Client Relationship

by Andrew Geier

I. INTRODUCTION

Many states have passed consumer fraud acts to protect consumers from fraudulent or deceptive practices by merchants. Claims under these statutes are typically filed by purchasers of such items as consumer products, automobiles, or repair services. Occasionally, a consumer will bring suit against his or her attorney under a consumer fraud act alleging the attorney's misconduct in the practice of law. Unfortunately, the number of consumers bringing these types of suits against their attorneys is increasing. Courts in Illinois have generally struck down claims involving attorney conduct when brought under Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act on the grounds that the practice of law is not included within the scope of the statute. Recently, however, an Illinois appellate court diverted from these prior decisions when it found that a plaintiff stated a valid claim for attorney misconduct under Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act.

That court reasoned that because the plaintiff's claim was based on an attorney's fraudulent billing practices, it did not directly relate to the lawyer's professional training, and was therefore a "business aspect" of the practice of law and covered by Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act. The Illinois Supreme Court heard the case on appeal where it decided, by a five-to-one margin, that the Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act does not govern the attorney-client relationship; the Supreme Court alone regulates lawyer conduct.

Part II of this Note will examine the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act as well as rules governing lawyer conduct and discipline in the state. Part II also will compare alternative theories of attorney liability for fraudulent or deceptive practices. Finally, Part II will trace the development of Illinois appellate court decisions leading up to the supreme court's decision in Cripe v. Leiter where it held that the attorney-client relationship is not governed by Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act. Part III of this Note explores, in detail, the...
reasoning of the majority and dissent in *Cripe*. Part IV analyzes the supreme court's decision in light of the preceding appellate court decisions, and concludes that the supreme court reached the correct result based on tenets of statutory construction and the existing regulatory scheme governing lawyer conduct. Part V looks at the impact that the Illinois Supreme Court's decision in *Cripe* will have on consumers and attorneys.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Illinois Consumer Fraud Act

Generally, the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act ("Consumer Fraud Act" or "Act") prohibits unfair or deceptive competition or practices when used in any trade or commerce. The Illinois legislature drafted the Act to protect consumers and businesses from exploitation by unscrupulous people or businesses that use such unfair practices for their gain. Consequently, the statute employs broad language to afford consumers this protection. In fact, the protection provided by Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act is generally regarded as being even broader than traditional common law actions of fraud or negligent misrepresentation.

As a result, consumers who believe they have been victimized by fraud will generally turn to a state's consumer fraud act as their first source for relief. This is primarily due to the types of damage awards available. Under the Act, a successful plaintiff may recover economic and punitive damages from the defendant or may obtain injunctive relief. In addition, a court may award attorneys' fees and court costs under the Act. Although attorney's fees and court costs are awarded at the judge's discretion, most judges award the prevailing plaintiffs these amounts because of the small dollar amounts often involved in consumer disputes. Awards of costs and fees provide the consumer with an incentive to bring a meritory suit he or she might not otherwise have brought for fear of losing money on attorneys' fees.

B. Regulation of Attorney Conduct

The Illinois Supreme Court is the traditional regulator of attorney conduct. The supreme court has the exclusive power to control admission to the bar in Illinois and to discipline any unprofessional conduct of attorneys who are already admitted. Accordingly, the supreme court has created a comprehensive system to regulate attorneys and punish attorney misconduct. This includes the adoption of the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct, the appointment of an Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission (ARDC), and the creation of a procedural framework to assist the ARDC. There are now a variety of sources for regulation of attorney conduct, including the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct, the Rules of the ARDC, ARDC Supreme Court Rules, and Bar Admission
Rules. Attorney billing practices are also governed by the supreme court’s regulatory power. In addition, the attorney billing practice is an area that has become increasingly subject to scrutiny by clients who believe that their attorney’s bill was unreasonable. While fraudulent billing is apparently a common problem among attorneys, there are a limited amount of court decisions concerning ethics in billing. When an attorney’s fraudulent billing practices have been proven, however, courts have demonstrated a willingness to impose sanctions on the attorney. In many cases, the reasonableness of the fee charged is of primary importance, and is the key element that the attorney must prove. Therefore, although arguably a commercial aspect of the practice of law, attorney billing practices are nonetheless a controversial and important part of a lawyer’s practice and are thoroughly regulated by the Illinois Supreme Court.

C. Attorney Liability: Consumer Protection Statutes or Common Law Theories

A plaintiff, if allowed a choice, would probably prefer to sue his allegedly dishonest or unscrupulous attorney under a state’s consumer protection statute than under a common-law theory of fraud or legal malpractice. Under a consumer protection statute the plaintiff typically carries a lighter burden of proof. A plaintiff bringing suit under a typical consumer fraud statute will not have to prove the underlying claim. For instance, a plaintiff bringing suit against an attorney under a consumer fraud statute based on the attorney’s mishandling of a medical malpractice claim, would not need to prove that the underlying malpractice claim would have been successful. Rather, the plaintiff need only prove that the attorney acted unconscionably according to the consumer fraud statute, which is typically much easier to establish. Another reason that consumer fraud acts are more attractive to plaintiffs is, as discussed above, that punitive damages and attorneys’ fees are generally more readily available under these statutes than under common law causes of action.

D. Attorney Liability Under the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act

Although nationally few courts have considered consumer fraud complaints against lawyers, some Illinois courts have addressed this issue. In Frahm v. Urkovich, the plaintiffs sued the defendant attorney under the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act for damages they incurred as a result of the attorney’s misrepresentation and withholding of certain facts relevant to a real estate transaction. The court found that the Act was inapplicable
because the plaintiffs did not fall within the class of "consumers" the statute was designed to protect.\textsuperscript{47} The court explained that interpreting the Act as applying to the provision of legal services "would necessarily equate the practice of law with an ordinary commercial enterprise, a proposition for which [it found] no support in case law or public policy."\textsuperscript{48} The court concluded therefore that the terms "trade or commerce" as used in the Act were not meant to include "the actual practice of law," rather they were only intended to include those unfair practices that affect consumers generally.\textsuperscript{49}

In two subsequent decisions, Illinois appellate courts agreed with the holding in \textit{Frahm}, and determined that the Act did not apply to the provision of legal services. In \textit{Guess v. Brophy},\textsuperscript{50} the court briefly commented on the applicability of the Consumer Fraud Act to attorney conduct, stating "we are confident that the legislature did not intend to include the furnishing of legal services to clients within the Act."\textsuperscript{51} In \textit{Lurz v. Panek},\textsuperscript{52} the court addressed the issue at greater length. In \textit{Lurz}, the plaintiff sued the attorneys who had represented him and obtained a judgment in his favor.\textsuperscript{53} The plaintiff's Consumer Fraud Act claim was based on the attorney's misconduct in disbursing the judgment to him.\textsuperscript{54} He sought damages under Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act arguing that his claim involved the business or "entrepreneurial" aspects of the practice of law, and it therefore fell within the scope of the Act.\textsuperscript{55} The \textit{Lurz} court disagreed, however, and, relying on the precedent set in \textit{Frahm}, concluded that the defendant's conduct did not fall within the scope of the Act.\textsuperscript{56}

\section*{III. DISCUSSION}

\subsection*{A. Cripe v. Leiter}

In \textit{Cripe v. Leiter},\textsuperscript{57} the Illinois Supreme Court, in a case of first impression, considered whether the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act applied to an attorney who allegedly overbilled his client.\textsuperscript{58} In the prior proceedings, the circuit court, based on the \textit{Frahm} decision, dismissed the plaintiff's Consumer Fraud Act claim ruling that the Act covers neither the provision of legal services nor the billing for those services.\textsuperscript{59} The appellate court, however, reversed the judgment of the circuit court.\textsuperscript{60} The appellate court agreed with the plaintiff's assertion that the alleged overbilling by the defendant did not involve the actual practice of law, but rather fell within the commercial aspects of the practice of law and was therefore subject to regulation under Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act.\textsuperscript{61} The appellate court concluded that the legal profession should not be given a blanket exemption from the Act, stating that "business aspects" of the practice of law are subject to the Consumer Fraud Act.\textsuperscript{62}

In \textit{Cripe}, the defendant, Thomas Leiter, was an attorney who was retained by Roberta Schmitz to represent her in the transfer of two
trusts. Shortly thereafter, the plaintiff, Mrs. Schmitz's daughter, filed a petition for appointment of guardian based on Mrs. Schmitz's incapacity. Mrs. Schmitz was found to be incapacitated, and the plaintiff was appointed as her guardian. The plaintiff, in her capacity as Mrs. Schmitz's guardian, filed suit against Leiter, alleging that Leiter overcharged her mother $40,000.00 in legal fees, and that the fees charged were "outrageously excessive and unreasonable and bear no relationship to the actual time spent by... Leiter in representing Mrs. Schmitz."

The Illinois Supreme Court considered only the Consumer Fraud Act counts of the plaintiff's complaint when it heard Leiter's appeal. In his defense, Leiter argued that the Consumer Fraud Act did not apply to any claims arising out of the provision of legal services, and that his allegedly excessive bill was a part of those services. The plaintiff countered that only claims arising from the practice of law are exempt from the Act and that Leiter's billing for his legal services was a business aspect of the legal profession so it should be subject to the Act. Based on an historical analysis of the supreme court's regulation of attorneys, the majority concluded that the legislature did not intend the Consumer Fraud Act to apply to any aspect of the practice of law, including attorney billing practices.

Next, the majority noted that, unlike the merchant-consumer relationship, the attorney-client relationship is already heavily regulated. It explained that the supreme court has extensive powers over attorney conduct including the power to punish "an attorney who engages in fraud, dishonesty, deceit, or misrepresentation." The supreme court's regulatory powers also include the area of attorneys' fees as provided by Rule 1.5 of the Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, the court may discipline and sanction attorneys who charge or collect excessive fees in violation of the rules. Further, the

B. Majority Opinion

The majority considered several issues in reaching its conclusion. It first noted that the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act does not contain any language that expressly includes or excludes attorneys from its scope. However, according to the majority, the case law on the subject clearly indicated that consumer fraud acts do not apply to claims that arise from "the actual practice of law."

The question was therefore whether billing for legal services constituted the practice of law, and, if not, should be exempt from the Act. Based on an historical analysis of the supreme court's regulation of attorneys, the majority concluded that the legislature did not intend the Consumer Fraud Act to apply to any aspect of the practice of law, including attorney billing practices.
majority explained, there is an existing client protection program sponsored by the ARDC that was created to reimburse a client for losses he or she incurred in the course of the attorney-client relationship. The majority concluded that, given the already extensive regulation of the attorney-client relationship, had the Illinois legislature intended the Consumer Fraud Act to apply to the attorney-client relationship, it would have expressly stated so.

Third, the majority noted that its decision was consistent with prior appellate court decisions beginning with *Frahm v. Urkovich.* It explained that the Consumer Fraud Act had been amended many times since the *Frahm,* *Guess,* and *Lurz* decisions, and that the legislature was presumably aware of these decisions interpreting the Act. Therefore, if the legislature had intended that the Act apply to the attorney-client relationship, it would have amended it to include language expressly encompassing the conduct of attorneys when dealing with their clients.

Finally, the majority rejected the plaintiff's distinction between a "business aspect" of the practice of law and the practice of law in general. It stated that "an attorney's billing for legal services cannot be separated from the attorney-client relationship." Further, the court noted that the attorney-client relationship is fiduciary in nature and the attorney's position as a fiduciary prevents him from charging his client fees that are excessive. This fiduciary relationship is unlike the merchant-consumer relationship where the merchant does not owe the consumer a duty not to charge excessive fees or prices. Consequently, according to the majority, overcharging a client is more than a business aspect of the practice of law, it is a breach of fiduciary duty for which the attorney may be subject to sanction.

C. Dissenting Opinion

The dissent argued that the defendant's alleged billing fraud should fall within the purview of Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act. In his dissent, Justice Harrison, the only dissenting Justice, stated that as a matter of statutory construction, "the best indication of the legislature's intent is the language it employed in drafting the law." He stated that the language of the Act "clearly and unambiguously" embraced the overbilling with which the defendant was charged and therefore the plaintiff should be entitled to any remedies available under the Act. Justice Harrison stated that if attorneys were intended to be excluded from the scope of the Consumer Fraud Act, they would have been included among the other occupations that were expressly excluded by the language of the statute. The failure of the legislature to specifically exclude attorneys, while listing other excluded occupations, indicated that attorneys' fraudulent acts were meant to fall within the scope of the Act.

Justice Harrison also argued that, as
a practical matter, application of the principles embodied by the Consumer Fraud Act to the practice of law would have only beneficial effects on the practice of law. He stated that there was no harm in holding attorneys to the standards of honesty and fair dealing to which other business people must adhere. In addition, Justice Harrison believed that although attorney conduct was traditionally regulated by the supreme court, the text of Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act provided for any duplicative or conflicting regulation by exempting fraudulent acts that were already being regulated by government authority. This, he believed, would protect attorney conduct that, while actionable under the Consumer Fraud Act, was permissible under supreme court rules. In this case, however, the defendant's overbilling was not permissible under the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct. Therefore, he believed that the defendant should be subject to sanction under both the Rules of Professional Conduct and the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act.

IV. ANALYSIS

As the supreme court properly decided, the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act should not be applied to the attorney-client relationship. This is true for a number of reasons. First, the Illinois Supreme Court's decision in Cripe was consistent with prior appellate court decisions interpreting the Consumer Fraud Act's application to attorney conduct. The Frahm, Guess, and Lurz courts, in a series of decisions dating back fifteen years, had determined that the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act does not apply to attorneys engaged in the practice of law. For instance, in dismissing the plaintiff's consumer fraud claim, the Frahm court stated:

In essence, plaintiffs seek a broad interpretation of the [Consumer Fraud] Act which would impose statutory liability for misconduct amounting to professional malpractice. We do not believe, however, that even the most liberal statutory interpretation indicates the application of this consumer protection statute to the conduct of an attorney engaged in the actual practice of law.

The Cripe court agreed with the sound reasoning of the appellate courts in reaching its decision, and went on to reject any distinction between a "business aspect" of the practice of law, and the "actual practice of law." Second, the attorney-client relationship, unlike the merchant-consumer relationship, is already heavily regulated. The legislature, recognizing that the Consumer Fraud Act might overlap with other regulatory schemes, exempted from its scope any "[a]ctions or transactions specifically authorized by laws administered by any regulatory body or officer acting under statutory authority of this State or the United States." Although the attorney-client relationship is not expressly exempted by the Act, it arguably includes the
types of "actions or transactions" referenced in this provision since attorney conduct is regulated by the supreme court through the ARDC. Moreover, as the majority in Cripe noted, Rule 1.5 of the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct expressly regulates the area of attorneys' fees. Therefore, a distinction between a "business aspect" of the practice of law and the actual practice of law is unnecessary, since an attorney is already subject to sanction for charging an unreasonable fee.

Third, the attorney-client relationship, unlike the merchant-consumer relationship, is fiduciary in nature. An attorney's breach of his fiduciary duty to the client, including a breach caused by excessive billing, subjects the attorney to sanction by the supreme court. The ordinary merchant is not guided by a fiduciary responsibility to his customer; rather, a state's consumer protection statute provides the source of guidance for the merchant in his relationship with a consumer. Because of the attorney's fiduciary obligation to his client, specifically his duty not to charge excessive fees, an attorney's bill is more than simply a business aspect of the practice of law. It is an inseparable part of the attorney-client relationship.

Finally, the language of the statute was not meant to apply to attorney conduct. As stated above, the inapplicability of Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act to attorney conduct is evident because of its exemption for actions or transactions that are already regulated. The Act's inapplicability is further evidenced by the legislature's failure to amend the Act following the Frahm, Guess, and Lurz decisions. The legislature, in amending the Act, did not incorporate any specific reference to the conduct of attorneys toward their clients. Therefore, it is assumed that the legislature wanted the Act to be interpreted as it had been interpreted in the past. As the majority in Cripe stated, "[t]he legislature's failure to alter the Act in response to these appellate court holdings provides... support for our conclusion that the legislature did not intend the Act to apply to claims arising out of the attorney-client relationship."

V. IMPACT

Although prior appellate decisions had called into question the applicability of the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act to attorney conduct, the supreme court's decision in Cripe effectively closed the door on Illinois plaintiffs looking to bring suit against their attorneys for acts arising out the attorney's practice of law. Probably the most important impact of the supreme court's holding will be to limit a dissatisfied client's ability to recover costs, attorney's fees, and punitive damages from his attorney. As discussed above, these types of awards were important to dissatisfied plaintiffs because they are more readily available under the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act than under a traditional legal malpractice claim. The court's decision that the Act did not apply to
the attorney-client relationship effectively eliminated this option for Illinois plaintiffs. Plaintiffs may still bring suit against an attorneys for dishonest or fraudulent conduct on more traditional grounds such as fraud or legal malpractice.\textsuperscript{137} Unfortunately for plaintiffs, however, costs, attorneys' fees, and punitive damages may be difficult or impossible to get under these theories.\textsuperscript{138}

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, the Illinois Supreme Court remains the sole regulator of attorney conduct in Illinois. Illinois' Consumer Fraud Act is not applicable to the attorney-client relationship when the plaintiff's claim arises out of the attorney's practice of law. An attorney's billing practices are a part of the attorney's practice of law, and therefore the Act is equally inapplicable to a claim of overbilling. Accordingly, Illinois plaintiffs who believe that they were defrauded or deceived at the hands of their attorney may not turn to the Consumer Fraud Act for redress, but must instead look to common law theories such as fraud or legal malpractice for a remedy.
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